Historical Research on Female Attorneys in Michigan

By Ruth S. Stevens

The Michigan Supreme Court Historical Society has profiled selected female attorneys who achieved “firsts” in Michigan, but even today, many female attorneys who played a formative role in the Michigan courts and legal profession are largely unknown. The lack of information about female legal pioneers was brought home to me when I began to research the life and career of Ella Mae Backus (1863–1938), the first female assistant U.S. attorney in the state and the first female member of the Grand Rapids Bar Association. Backus's legal career spanned five decades and three Michigan locations—Traverse City, Reed City, and Grand Rapids—but there were no sources documenting her life and career other than brief notes in histories of the Grand Rapids Bar Association and the U.S. Attorney’s Office. My research culminated in an article on Backus published in the Michigan Historical Review and led me to discover a number of sources that can fill the gaps in our understanding of the role female attorneys have played in Michigan.

Several books trace the general history of women in the legal profession. They provide background and context for researching early female attorneys and yield snippets of information about individual Michigan attorneys, especially women who were involved in the suffrage movement and other social and political causes. Drachman’s Women Lawyers and the Origins of Professional Identity in America is of particular interest because it reproduces letters between nineteenth-century female graduates of the University of Michigan Law School who formed an Equity Club to share their experiences as female attorneys. Club members included Sarah Killgore Wertman, the first woman admitted to the Michigan bar, and other women who became prominent in Michigan and other states. A history commemorating the 75th anniversary of the founding of the National Association of Women Lawyers also reveals that Michigan women were active in that organization from its early days. Other important primary and secondary sources can be found through a search of Google Books.

Local libraries and historical societies may have unexpected original documents relating to female attorneys. The original 1895 certificate of admission to the bar for Ella Mae Backus and records of her membership in the Grand Rapids Women's City Club were uncovered in special collections held by the Grand Rapids Public Library. Local libraries may also have collections of papers relating to a particular attorney or organizations in which female attorneys participated. For example, the Burton Historical Collection of the Detroit Public Library has records of the Women Lawyers Association of Michigan (WLAM) spanning the years 1947–1966. Undoubtedly, untapped resources exist in other libraries across the state.

Larger research libraries may hold an entire collection of papers relating to a single attorney. The Library of Michigan holds the papers of Benton Harbor attorney Elizabeth Forhan, a local justice of the peace and one of the first female U.S. commissioners. The University of Michigan's Bentley Historical Library has the papers of early Lansing attorneys Esther Tuttle Bailey and Ruth Tuttle Freeman and well-known Ann Arbor attorney Jean King as well as papers of other prominent attorneys. Researchers may find other female attorneys mentioned in these collections.

Several other sources are uniquely helpful for research on Michigan attorneys. The State Bar of Michigan's online directory includes living and deceased members. In addition, all State Bar members have free access to the complete Michigan Bar Journal archives through HeinOnline, a searchable electronic database. Past journals offer a virtual treasure trove of information about Michigan attorneys. The Bar's annual directory issue can be used to confirm names and locations of employers and participation in bar association activities. A Bar Journal search may also reveal articles authored by a particular attorney. A recent search uncovered a 1926 speech by Theresa Doland, one of WLAM's founders, at the 36th annual meeting of the Michigan Bar Association—the first time a female member addressed a meeting of the Michigan Bar Association.

This research honors the legacy of women who fought to practice in the profession of their choice and helps us understand how they shaped the legal profession as it is today.
The full HeinOnline database, which is available at many law school libraries, also has a digital library devoted to women and the law that includes the Women Lawyers Journal, the publication founded by the National Association of Women Lawyers in 1911. Michigan attorneys are often referenced in the journal and elsewhere in materials available on HeinOnline.

The Grand Rapids Legal News, Detroit Legal News, and Oakland County Legal News are also important repositories of information about female attorneys. These news outlets customarily report on bar admission ceremonies and often include photographs of new admittees as well as news about members. For example, a 1937 article in the Grand Rapids Legal News reported that Grand Rapids attorney Gale Saunders, a 1933 University of Michigan Law School graduate and the first female officer of the Grand Rapids Bar Association, served as an appointed commissioner for the probate court, becoming the first woman known to have presided over court sessions in Kent County. Other local newspapers are important sources that can be searched for free at many academic and public libraries.

Uncovering details about female legal pioneers requires ingenuity and persistence. Nuggets of information are often scattered among different physical locations, in hard-to-find locations on the internet, and in proprietary databases. However, the effort is worth it. Apart from the thrill of discovery, this research honors the legacy of women who fought to practice in the profession of their choice and helps us understand how they shaped the legal profession as it is today.
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